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1- Thus far, archaelogists have uncovered 159 tombs, some in the shape of small pyramids.
1. 

2.  

3.

   

4.  

2- Such a system is a stepping-stone to full convertibility and involves no less of sovereignty.
1. 

2.  

3.    

4. 

3- Women were traditionally excluded from receiving a(n) --------- and not taught to write Chinese.
1. language

2. millennium

3. education

4. discrimination

4- Although there are still a few elderly women who can speak the language, scholars know of only

one living person who can write it.
1.  

2.  !

3. "#$ %&

4. '() *

5- Wait until next fall's garage sales, you'll have your pick.
1. +, -. /0

2. /12 3) 45)

3. +, 67

4. 85 9 82 67

6- Everyone react very painfully to the posibility that the empire would influence them again, --------

their independence.
1. reflecting

2. reporting

3. overshadowing

4. overwhelming

7- In "The very dynamics of life are sweeping them away.", very is a(n) -------1. 9:;

2. !<

3. =

4. 1 >7

8- In "More parents might bundle up their babies, which could lead to overheating." , bundle up

means -------.
1. ?@!

2. ?A  "#

3. ?A !B

4. ?% CB2 

9- "International Committee of Red Cross" is translated into Persian as -------.
1. *'  + *DD'2 ! ?

2. *( E F!D; *DD'2 ! "!'A

3. *( 9%( *DD'2 ! "!'A

4. 5GA  5. *DD'2 ! ?

10- In "While the odds of this occurring are extremely slim, this puts a human face on a real problem

for thousands of people awaiting organs.", the odds of something is slim means --------.
1. H!I 7  J! ? F!K

2. H!I L<5 '"7 ? !1M

3. H!I $N ? OP

4. H!I ? :
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11- He sparked an attempted coup by urging anti-Yeltsin demonstrators.
1. 8)  A

2. Q)  A

3. 4R  -;7 9!)

4. /% *7S -B<  D'7

12- What has been the most important change in the PRI of late?
1. T!.

2. 

3.

"%U,

4.  

13- Overzealous parents will put their offspring on overly stringent diets.
1.  %& 5 / *UO $ =+

2. 9V 7  J! *UO $ =+

3. H! 5  *UO $ =+

4.

!WG! *UO $ =+

14- Another theory is that red meat may contain cancer-triggering chemicals.
1.  ?S

2. ?S /A L5%

3. ?S  /A !WG!

4.  ?S

15- It's a good and important study, but it's going beyond the data to recommed becoming a

vegetarian. The word for now remains cut back, not cut out.
1. ?A <  ?!GA F

2. ?A <  ?A =A

3. "), X  ? X

4. ?!  "G,

16- The Prime Minister has tried to tame 14% inﬂa5on with priva5za5on of state-run industries.
1. *2'1

2. GA

3. *

4. *"25

17- Alberto Falck has been picked up in connection with a tax-bribery scandal.
1. 9 /% A A  *<R. #)    Y)  B2&.
2. 9 /% 9% . /% * -!2 Y)  B2&
3. 9 /") ?  ? [!2  \B   Y)  B2&
4. 9 /% V" . /%  /B -!2 Y)  B2&

18- In "The NIH study which monitored 1,441 North American pa5ents, was designed to test that

proposition.", NIH stands for -------.
1. Noethern Identification of Human beings

2. National Institution of Health

3. National Investigation of House

4. Northern Institution of High technology
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19- At long last, the winter was over.
1.

2.  *D!.

] 2 .& 

3. 9B<

4.  [ 

20- In an era of instant communication, consumers have no patience for lost letters.
1.   ") 9  $  9<S

2. GA *'  /% =, $  ]"

3.   /% =, $  9<S

4.   $  ?% =, -' .

21- In "But excuses aren't likely to carry much weight.", to carry weight means -----.
2. "%  ?5

1. ?A -'

3. "% !^

4. ?% G

22- When Felipe úonzalez was first elected Prime Minister, his war cry waspor el cambiol".
2. *D; 1%

1. D )

3. *. H

4. 5& _

23- I think every Republican wants peace. But they are not war-weary.
2. _  H!

1. FDS _

3. KW

4. 5) _

24- Crown Princess appeared at that private audience in an elegant low-necked white gown.
2. / A 

1.  

3. / A ?,

4.

:.

25- The UN sanctions against Sadam Hussein's Iraq permits it to buy food and medicine for

humanitarian reasons.
1. !#7 8; 3

2. !#7 8; 9  3

3. A * 9 7 3  A !#7 8;

4. *< !#7 8;

26- Moments later when the missing boy reappeared, the mother tried to stop the attack. But the

mob was egged on.
1.  /% /A 9!1' 

2.  /% `

3.  /% `

4. 9%  /) *!G F 

8 

9!1' 

27- It's too huge to be used as a warhead or for any other offensive purpose.
1. `%

2.

3. *W 5

D

4. `$RA

28- The other opinion was to impose a cease-fire by methods similar to those applied over a year later

in Sarajevo and Gorazde.
1. X J & -!'

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. ?A *!G F

3. X J & '
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